
The term ‘Nation’ symbolized to Tagore a ghastly 
dehumanizing mechanical organization. It was power play at 
its nadir. According to Tagore a ‘Nation’ comes into existence 
when moral and spiritual freedom of man is replaced by 
feelings of jealousy, competition and selfishness. Tagore 
lamented the fact that man used the forces of science to create 
wealth and satiate his greed. This greed for power multiplied 
and eventually broke the living bonds of society and gave place 
to a mechanical organization called ‘Nation’.
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Rabindranath Tagore’s ideas on nationalism far surpassed the scholars of his time. He espoused 
ideas that were universal in nature. His writings reflect the eternal quest of search of the soul. He believed in 
a spiritual world as innermost truth.

A Good Introduction : -
Importance of the expected results to the general inqu Extremely briefy depict the 

exploratory configuration and how it achieved the expressed destinations.

Must add materials in your article .

A Good Materials : -
Materials may be accounted for in a different passage or else they may be distinguished 

alongside your systems. Inc or supplies that are not generally found in research centers.

Must add result in your article. 

              A Good Result  : -
                           Results are as per aims and  objective and useful to further research .

The westerners always looked down upon the Oriental culture and condemned it as static and 
dogmatic, immune to new ideas. Its civilization was only metaphysics. Tagore was a pilgrim of eternity. He 
urged his people to break free from the shackles of matter. His vision was for the whole humanity and not a 
fractional group of nationality.

             A Good Conclusion  : -
          Thus,the research have wider scope for new academician  and research scholars.
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